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Abstract

After a three year hiatus, the Fer~ab Tevatron CoUder is back
in operation defiverirrgfi coUsions at V = 1.8 TeV. The experimen-
ted situation is considerably Merent this run with an upgraded CDF
detector jotied by the new DO detector. kprovements to the acceler-
ator are expected to de~ver 100 pb- 1 from a run extending into 1993.
Mer a description of the detectors and accelerator schedrde, recent
physics restits horn the 1988-89 CDF m w~ be used to big~ght
the rich physics menu at the Tevatron.

1 Introduction

The Tevatron proton- antiproton co~der at Ferdab produces the highest
center-of-mass energy interactions in the world and is thus a focus for discov-
ery level physics as we~ as more bread and butter topics. The cokder last ran
in 1988-89, where the CoMder Detector at Ferdab (CDF) co~ected about
5 pb-l of data. Currently, the Tevatron is in the midst of d run which began
in May 1992 and d dtimately provide 100 pb-l. This time around the
experimental, situation features an upgraded CDF detectoi and the entrance

of a new, second generation co~der detector DO. This large gain in data
and detectioq power d be appfied to the co~der physics menu: searching
for the top quark, bottom physics, studies of QCD and jets; electroweak
precision measuremerrts; and searches for new physics beyond the Standard
Model.

~J. M. Butler 1993
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2 The CDF Detector

The CDF detector, shown in Fig. 1, is by now we~ known. A detailed
description can be found in Ref. [1], so this section d focus on the upgrades
to the apparatus that have been implemented for the current run. The chief
components used in the analyses desctibed later are briefly mentioned here.
Surrounding the beampipe is the vertex time projection ch~mber (VTPC)
fo~owed by an 84 layer central tracking chamber (CTC) which measures
charged particle momentum in a 1.4 T magnetic field wit~ a precision of
6~/p~ N 0.001 ‘(GeV/c)-l for beam constrained tracks. Beyond the tracking
chambers are electromagnetic (EM) and hadronic (HAD ) calorimetry, details
of angular covdrage and resolutions are given in Table 1. Findy, muon
chambers back up the calorimeters.

Since the 1988-89 run, CDF has made significant upgrades to the detector.
They have replaced the VTPC with a new, more radiation hard version cded
the VTX. A central conversion detector hu been added just outside the su-
perconducting coil and wi~ aid in distinguishing prompt photon events from
the m“ and q background. The muon system h= been upgraded by adding
steel and chambers in the central region to reject hadronic punchthrough
and with additiond chambers that extend the coverage from IqI < 0.6 to
Iql <1.0.

The upgrade that wi~ make a large, qutitative difference is the addition
of a sticon strip vertex detector (SVX)[3]. The SVX, shown in Fig. 2, consists
of two 25 cm barrels which meet at z = O. The detector is fairly long because

System q range Energy resolution

CEM Iql <1.1 13.5%//ET @2%

PEM 1.1< Iql <2.4 28%/ fi@2%

FEM 2.4< Iql <4.2 25%/@ @2%

CHA [ql <1.3 75%f& @ 3%

PHA 1.3< Iql <2.4 90%/fi84%

FHA 2.4< Iql <4.2 130%/m @4%

Table 1: Parameters ofthe three CDF calorimeters. CEM (CHA), PEM
(PHA), and FEM (FHA) denotes the central, plug and forward EM (HAD)
calorimeters [2].

/ I

Figure 1: The CDF detector.
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Figure 2: One hti of the CDF sihcon vertex detector showing four layers of
sihcon detectors and support structure.

the luminous region of the Tevatron has a = 30 cm and so, even at 50 cm in
length, the SVX contains only N 60% of the cofision vertices. There are four
layers of 300 pm thick sihcon detectors, the three inner layers have strip pitch
of 60 pm while the outer layer has 55 pm pitch. The electronics are able to
integrate and store the signals from the ~ 40Kchannels in the 3.5 psec between
beam crossings. The SVX is performing qnite we~, tracks are easfiy observed
with good signrd -to- noise. The resrdts so far, without detailed dgnment

corrections, are rdready near the expected resolution for impact parameters.
The SVX is an extremely promising tool for doing bottom physics in generfl
and t aggirrg the B‘s from top decay.

3 The DO Detector

The DO detector [4], shown in Fig. 3, is anew, second generation co~der
detector at the Tevatron. Since DO has just arrived on the scene and is
perhaps unfamihar to some in the community, this section wi~ provide a
rather detailed description of the hardware. Proposed and approvedin 1984,
DO has been built, commissioned with cosmic rays, roUed onto the Tevatron
beadne, and is currently taking its first ppcofider data. The design god
for DO is to perform a complete survey of high pT physics at @ = 1.8
TeV. To accomphsh this god, emphasis is placed on measuring we~ the
fundamentrd objects resdting from high energy hadron coksions: leptons
(electrons and muons), photons, neutrinos (as inferred by missing energy),
and quarks and gluons (as they manifest themselves as jets) over thefu~ 4rr
sohd angle. These principles are retized by a design which consists of three
major subsystems: a Central Detector package, surrounded by high qufity,
compact and hermetic crdorimetry, and finfly a ffi covera~e muon system.

Another design choice is that there is no central magnetic field in DO.
The mtin advantage is that, since there is no long lever a~m necessary for
the trackers, the tracker can have arelativelysmfl radius which dews the
calorimetry to be more compact and hermetic. This has severrd benefits, for
example in th~measurement ofjets, as weUas minimizing the decay in flight
of pions and kaons by interacting them as soon as possible. A disadvantage
is that, without a central magnetic field, one can’t use momentum analyzed
charged tracks as part of the in situ energy cahbration of the crdorimeter.
Also certain physics topics, such as reconstruction of B hadrons decaying
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3.2 Uranium-Liquid Argon Calorimeters
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Figure 4: The DO Centrfl Detectors.

The DO cdorimetera, shown in Fig. 5, have hquid argon as an active medium
and uranium plates as an absorber. The modules are contained in three
cryostats: one central calorimeter and two ends. There are three types of
modules: electromagnetic, fine hadronic and a coarse hadronic tail catcher.

The calorimetry is quite hermetic, extending to Iql < 4.1 with fd #
coverage. There is fine transverse segmentation, the tower size being Aq x
Ad = 0.1x 2T/64(w 0.1). To get a better position measurement for electrons
and photons, the segmentation at EM shower maximum is finer sti~ — Aq x
Ad = 0.05 x 0.05. The longitudinal segmentation is dso good: 8 (9) samples
in depth for the central (end) calorimeter.

There has been considerable test beam work to understand the character-
istics of the calorimeter moddes and obtain a cfibration which can then be
transferred to the moddes instfled at DO. Several recent resdts [5] d be
presented from the 1990 test beam run where a set of modules was exposed
to e,~, p beams with momentum 10-150 GeV.

The electromagnetic and hadronic resolutions are given by:

EM : u/E = 15.7%/ti@ 0.3%

HAD : ufE = 50%/~@ 4%

The calorimeter ia hnear to better than +0.570 over this momentum range
as weH as being extremely stable — the response has varied by less than 0.270
in the last five months.

The choice of uranium and Equid argon dews the calorimeter to be
compensating, i.e., have equal response to incident electronk and pions. This
is illustrated in Fig. 6 which shows that e/~ ratio is approximately utity, it
varies betwee~ 1.09 – 1.02 for incident momentum p = 10 ~ 150 GeV.

Tabl~ 2: Performance parameters for the DO central tracking detectors.
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Figure 5: Isometric cutaway tiew of the DO calorimeters and central detec-
tors.
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Figure 6: The ratio of electron to pion response as a function of incident
momentum for the DO calorimeter.
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Two important ingredients for the identification of electrons wifl be dis-
cussed next. The position resolution of electromagnetic showers is measured
in the third layer of the EM calorimeter where the transverse segmentation
is Aq x Ad = 0.05 x 0.05. As seen in Fig. 7, the resolution scales with the
expected I/& behavior and u < 2 mm for electrons above 25 GeV. The
good resolution permits tight track match cuts to minimize the background
from random overlaps of tracks with showers from T“’s. The fine transverse
and longitudinal segmentation is employed to discriminate between electron
and hadron shower shapes. The pion rejection is shown in Fig. 8 where it is
seen that using an H-Matrix technique gives a pion rejection of 900 – 3000
for incident momentum of 50 - 150 GeV while maintaining 95% electron
efficiency.

3.3 Muon System

The DO muon system [6] is shown in Fig. 9. The muon system consists of
five magnetized iron toroids with a 1.9 Tesla field surrounded by layers of
proportional drift tube (PDT) chambers. Just outside the calorimeter and
inside the toroid is the A-1ayer, outside the toroid are the B- and C-layers
separated by > 1 m to provide a lever arm for momentum determination. In
the wide angle muon system, there are 4 decks of 5 x 10 m tubes in the A-
layer and 3 decks in the B- and C-layers flowing typicdy ten measurements
along a track. The resolution transverse to the wire is about 0.3 mm while
shaped cathode pads dow a a = 3 mm determination of the position rdong
the wire [7]. Since the particle density increases rapidy with decreasing 6,
it is necessary to go to a smfler ce~ size at high Iql to maintain a rewon-
able occupancy. This is done in the Smd Angle MUon System (SAMUS)
where there are 6 stations of 3 w stainless steel tubes arranged with 3 lay-
ers/st ation in an zyu geometry. SAMU S has drift time readout ody with a
drift resolution of 0.3 mm.

The principle features of the DO muon system are its thickness and sohd
angle coverage. Figure 10 shows the mount of material in interwtion lengths
as a function of polar angle from the beam. The A-layer sits behind typicdy
7 – 9 J whale the B- and C-layers are behind about 13 A in the central region
and 19 ~ in the forward region. This material protects the muon system from
hadron punchthrough; the ,probabihty for punchthrough is <10-4 [8], which
flows detection of muons near or inside jets. The sohd angle coverage for
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Figure 7:, The position resolution of electrons in the EM calorimeter a a
function of electron momentum.
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Figure 8: Pion rejection factors as a function of pion momentum. The
points shown are for a simple cut on the ratio HAD/EM < 0.02 and for
HAD/EM <0.04 combined with the H-Math scheme.

Pigure 9: Elevation view of the DO detector with the components of the
muon system labeled.
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Figure 10: Total interaction length in the DO cdonmeter and muon system
as a function of polar an~e from the beam.

measuring a muon in W three layers extends to Iql < 3.1 which is important
for certain physics topics, the prime example being b physics. To i~ustrate
this, consider the inclusive decay B + +X where @ + p+p-. FiWre 11 shows
the q distribution for the@ decay muons where it is clear that good q coverage
buys a lot in statistics.

4 Tevatron Prospects

The Fermilab Tevatron is a pp superconducting cofider operating with 6 on 6
proton and antiproton bunches at center-of-mass energy V = 1.8 TeV. The
last run of the Tevatron was in 1988-89 when the CDF experiment logged
an integrated luminosity of approximately 5 pb– 1. The current run began in
May 1992 and is designated Run IA. The gods for Run IA are to achieve a
peak luminosity of 5 x 1030m-2s-l and log 25 pb–l. Run IA wi~ continue

until spring 1993 fo~owed by a pause to complete the upgrade of the hnac.
Run IB then fo~ows tfis break, there WWbe no intervening fixed target run,
with the gods of reaching a peak luminosity of 1 x 1031m–2s–l and logging
75 pb-l. The precise spbtting of the integrated luminosity is not fixed, but
the aim is to have 100 pb-l for the combined IA and IB runs. A summary
of the runs is presented in Table 3.

Note that in Run IB the average number of interactions per crossing
exceeds unity. In order to remedy this situation in going to sti~ higher
luminosity, the next step fl be to increase the number of bunches in machine
to 36 on 36 bunches of protons and antiprotons. A consequence of increasing
the number of bunches is decreasing the intervfl between crossings to 400 ns
or less. It is interesting to note that as the luminosity increases in the coming

Run 1988-89 IA Ii

Peak L (m-zg-l) 1.6 X 1030 5 x 1030 1 x ]031

J C dt(pb-l’) 5 * 25 -75

Interactions/crossing 0.3 0.9 1.5

Accelerator’ Separators, Linac Upgrade

Improvements P Upgrade

Table 3: Summary of parameters of the past, current and future Tevatron
runs.

t
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Figure 11: Theqdistnbution ofmuons from the inclusive decay BA#X
where $ A p+p-.

run:, CDF and DO WU be facing and finding solutions for many of the data
acquisition chdenges that wi~ confront experiments at the SSC.

.

5 Recent Results

This section wifl present a selection of recent resdts from CDF based on
data from the 1988-89 run and indicate how CDF and DO wi~ extend these
ansdYses in the future. While the selection of topics d focus on high ~

physics, it should be recognized that there are many other subjects pursued
by a variety of experiments at the Tevatron including the total @ cross
section, single and double diffraction, and rapidity gaps to name a few.

5.1 Top Searches

The top quark is last quark in the minimrd Standard Model which remains
unobserved. There is, however, considerable indirect evidence for the ex-
istence of the top [9]. In fact, predicting the top mass using a cocktd of
electroweak measurements has become something of a cottage industry [10].
This section wi~ discuss the search for direct observation of the top quark.

It is assumed here that m, > mw + mb, i.e., the top decays into an

on-she~ W and b quark and that the branching ratio for t ~ Wb is 100%.
Once m~ > mW + rnb, the dominant production mechanism for top in p~
cofisions is t; pair production. A recent calculation of the t~ cross section as
a function of m~ is shown in Fig. 12 for Tevatron energies [11]. To i~ustrate
the experimental dlfficdties involved as m~ becomes large, let’s assume a
“reasonable” top mass of m! = 140 GeV. From Fig. 12, a(~ ~ tiX) = 15 pb
which imp~es only about 1500 events produced in d of Runs 1A and IB with
j Ldt = 100 pb-’. Folding in the branching ratio from Table 4 to a promising
find state Eke ep and a typicrd detection and reconstruction efficiency of
c N 15%, only 6 events remain. Clearly, top physics at the Tevatron WW

always be constrained by hmited statistics.
The hrnited statistics color the search strategies for top. Given the sm~

number of events in a given decay mode, the unambiguous discovery of top
win hkely involve the combination of several modes with the yields d con-
sistent with originating from top. Making the job more difficult is the fact
that the decay modes with the least background dso have the lowest branch-
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● QCD production of heavy flavors bb and C? which decay semileptoni-
cfly. Requiring the e and p be isolated and have p$, E$ > 15 GeV
effectively removes the t d of this low pT background.

● The decay Z ~ Tr where the r’s subsequently decay to ep. Because
the r mass is smd compared to Mz, the majority of the ep pairs win be
back-t-back in the transverse plane and a cut of A#eo <160° removes
these events.

● Diboson ~W, WZ production; here one is saved by thd low cross sec-
tion, of order 10 pb, however this background WM become troublesome
for top m~ses of 150 GeV or more.

CDF has observed one candidate event in 4.1 pb-l, with a background
estimate of 1.2 + 0.5 events. The backgrounds mentioned above contribute
fractions of an event wtie the largest source is from a QCD jet or W + jets
event with a misidentified lepton. With one event observed in the signal
region, an upper fimit can be placed on the top production cross section
which can then be translated into a lower hmit on the top mass using a
calculation d la Fig. 12, this works out to be Mt > 72 GeV at 9570 confidence
level.

The ee and ~p channels have the same backgrounds as ep and the same
cuts are apphed. In addition, there are the fo~owing backgrounds to ded
with:

c DreU-Yan production of dlleptons. Since the production is predomin-
ately low ~, the leptons are back-to-back in the transverse plane and
the A@,P <160° cut is dso effective here. Top events win have two stiff
neutrinos while DreU-Yan has no missing energy so a ~T >20 GeV cut
removes the residud background from this source.

● ,Z ~ f+t- is removed by a simple cut on the Wepton m~s of 75 <

Mu <105 GeV.

CDF observed no candidates passing these cuts, the background estimate
is 1.5 + 0.8 events. Combining the ep, ee, pp channels together, a Emit from
&leptons of M! >85 GeV at 95 Yoconfidence level is obtained.

5.1.2 Lepton + Jeh

The event selection for this channel is to require the lepton (e or p) to
have E;, p; > 20 GeV, missing energy ET > 20 GeV and 2 2 jets with
ET > 10 GeV. These criteria are efficient for top but unfortunately dso
for W’S produced with jets. The transverse mass shape for the 104 e +

jets and 91 p + jetg events selected agrees wefl with the W + 2 jet Monte
Carlo. To discriminate the relatively smd top signal from the W t jetg
background, another handle is necessary. CDF looks for additional muons
in the evknt from the decays of b or c quarks from top. There are 8 events
from the above sample with a muon satisfying a 2 < pT < 15 GeV cut.
A find cut requiring the muon be separated from the two highest ET jets
(presumably the hadronic decay products of the other W) reduces the fake
p contamination from punchthrough. No candidates survive d cuts where
1.6 (1.1) events are expected from ~ ~ t~ for Mt = 90(100) GeV.

Combining the resdts from ep, ee, pp and Lepton + Jeti + b Tag gives
the find CDF hrnit from 4.1 pb-l of Mt >91 GeV at 95 % cofidence level.
Figure 13 shows the results of d these analyses.

5.1.3 What’s Next?

For Run IA, a factor of about five in integrated luminosity and two detectors
in the hunt W ~ow sensitivity to top masses up to 120- 130 GeV. For
CDF, the new muon chambers have 40% more acceptance for ep. The SVX
wi~ be used to tag b - jet in the 1 + jets tith efficiency simflar to the soft
muon tag described above. DO brings a fu~ acceptance for electrons and

muons from top, and the fine calorimeter segmentation is good for suI ting
out the numerous jets in top events.

A reasonable role-of-thumb guide for top search reach is given in Fig. 14
[13]. It shows the integrated luminosity needed to find top in the ep and
Lepton + Jeti channels as a function of top mass. Combining that with the
Standard Model prediction of MT s 220 GeV and the expected integrated
luminosity provided by the Tevatron in the 1990’s, CDF and DO ~ either
find the top quark or find indications of new physics by the end of the decade.
Either possibfity is exciting!
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5.2 Bottom Physics

Given the fine work done at the e+ e- storage rings, it is worthwhile to moti-
vate doing bottom physics at the Tevatron. The overri~ng reason is that a
tremendous number of bi pairs are produced at hadron co~ders. For examp-
le, for J L dt = 100 pb-’ and a cross section of u(b~) x 40 pb at Tevatron
energies, 4 x 109 b~ pairs are produced. Clearly, untd the advent of next gen-
eration B Factories, bottom physics topics which require very high statistics
are a natural for, the Tevatron. The experimental chdenge of digging the
b’s out of the data is, however, nontritid. The res~ts from CDF, some of
which are described below, indicate that very clean B meson signals can be
obtained. This has opened the door to a new era for the coMder program
where b physics has become the focus for upgrades to CDF and DO through
the end of the decade.

In order to extract a clean sample of bottom decays from the large fight
quark background, two trigger strategies have been devised:

● Tag b ~ lvX decays by requiring a moderate ~ lepton.

● Tag B ~ +X using an inclusive $ sample. It is necessary to unfold
the ~’s from B hadrons from direct charmonium. This is accomplished
by recognizing that +’s from x ~ ~~ are produced with low ~ whale
+’s from B’s have characteristic ~ of order m,. As shown in Ref. [14],
~’s from B’s dominate for ~ above about 7 GeV.

5.2.1 b Cross Section

The measurement of the b cross section is interesting for a number of reasons:

s As a test of QCD cdcrdations bydetetiningu(b~) as a function of kine-
matic variables such as z and ~. This would help distinguish the con-
tribution of the various production mechanisms: lowest order 2 ~ 2
processes versus higher order but numericdy large gluon sphtting.

● It is crucial to understand rr(b~) as a function of ~ in that it constitutes
a background for top.

● It provides an “engineering number” for planning Tevatron detector

upgrades designed to do bottom physics and understanding rates at
future hadron cofiders such as the SSC and LHC.

CDF has used a combination of inclusive and exclusive measurements to
determine a(b) as a function of ~ of the b: the inclusive electron ~ spectrum,
the semi-leptonic decay B* - e+vD”X, inclusive ~ and ~’ measurements,
and the decay B+ ~ @K*. The latter anrdysis [15] wi~ be discussed briefly

here.
The analysis employs the second trigger strategy discussed above, namely

tagging B’s with high ~ +’s. From an integrated luminosity of 2.6 pb-l, CDF
selects events with two oppositely charged muon candidates with ~ >3 GeV
each. The resulting dimuon mass plot is shown in Fig. 15 and yields a very
clean signal of 1029 + 37 reconstructed 0’s over a background of ody 128
p+p- pairs. In the absence of kaon identification, CDF defines candidate
kaons as any charged track with ~ >2.0 GeV. The resulting p+p- K* mass
distribution is shown in Fig. 16 with a peak of 14.1 + 4.3 events in the B*
mass region, the first fuuy reconstructed B’s from a hadron cokder.

Using this signal and the branching ratios for B(B- 4 ~K-)B(~ ~
p+p- ) from CLEO and ARGUS, a cross section for B- - #K- can be
extracted: u(~ A B-X; ~ >9 GeV, Iyl < 1.0) = 2.8+ 0.9 + 1.1 pb. Rather
less straightforward is to unfold this cross section to obtain the b quark cross
section. It is necessary to =sume the relative fragmentation of the b quark
into the various bottom hadrons, CDF uses a fairly standard assumption
that the ratio B- : D: : B: : b baryons is given by 0.375:0.375:0.15:0.10. AS

wiH be mentioned later, measuring this ratio is a god for the present and
future cofider runs. The other necessary ingredient is relating the B- ~
to that of the b quark. The method chosen is to quote a cross section for
b quarks with ~ > p~’” where p?”” is defined M the b quark ~ for which

90% of the reconstructed B-’s in the find sample originate from b quarks
with ~ > p~i”. FoUowing this prescription for B-’s with ~ > 9 GeV,
one finds p~i” = 11.5 GeV. The result of this unfolding is the cross section

u(fi - bx;m >11.5 GeV, [yl < 1.0) = 6.1 t 1.9 +2.4 pb.

5.2.2 Search for ~b

The Ab is a baryon made up of bdu quarks and its discovery has a rather
checkered put. First observation was claimed in 1981 and subsequently
disputed [16], the Ab has emerged agfin in a recent ~~ysis by the UA1
couaboration [17]. UA1 has looked for the decay mode Ab A @A where
@ ~ p+p- and A ~ prr-. In 4.7 pb-’ they find 1370 +39 events containing
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+ ~ ptp- with ~ >5 GeV in the rapidity range [y[ <2. Of these events,

69 + 11 events dso have a A ~ pm decay where the A is required to have
~ > 0.5 GeV. In addition there is a cut to remove A’s from the opposite
jet by requiring AR= <5 between the A and $, where AR2 = A~2 + Aq2.
After these selection criteria are appfied, there is a narrow peak of 16 + 5
events in the @A mass plot over a background of 9 + 1 events, yielding a 5U
effect. UA1 measures a mass of mA6 = 5640 +50 + 30 MeV and a production
fraction times branching ratio of fA,B(Ab + @A) = (1.8+ 1.1) x 10-3.

CDF has made a similar analysis to search for Ab ~ @A in a 4.4 pb-’
sample [18]. As discussed previously, they ran a &muon trigger requiring
each muon to have pT > 3 GeV which produced a ~ signal of 2990 + 80
events. In thi~ sample, 256 + 30 events with A ~ P– are seen, more than
four times the UA1 sample, but the m~A mass plot shows no evidence for a
Ab peak. This nonobservstion translates into a hmit on production fraction
times branching ratio of ~A,B(Ab - #A) < 0.81x 10-3 (95~o CL). CDF offers
a possible explanation for the discrepancy, that the true CDF acceptance for
Ab is sm~er than presently calculated because the actual pT spectrum of
Ab is softer than found in the Monte Carlo models. The effect is that the A
from Ab is so soft that the decay products curl up in the CDF tracker and
are not identified, resulting in a lower acceptance than expected. With the
large data sample being coflected in Run IA, it wifl be interesting to see if
the Ab remains elusive.

5.2.3 What’s Next?

The fo~owing are some of the bottom physics topics CDF and DO hope to
address with ~ L dt = 100 pb-’:

● Production Mechanisms: taking advantage of large geometric accep-
tance and abihty to tri~er on single muons at low w, DO wi~ measure

‘ the b cross section and production dynamics.

● Exclusive Finaf States: starting from their inclusive @ sample, CDF
wi~ search for a number of exclusive find states. In B. ~ @# where
~ ~ K+ K-, a few hundred reconstructed decays are expected. This
would be the first observation of the B. and Wow a measurement of its
mass. Another channel wodd be to continue the search for Ab ~ 4A.

●

●

5.3

B“, B* Lifetimes: CDF expects to reconstruct about 2500 charged and
neutrrd B decays in the SVX using currently observed modes.

Rare Decays the large production rate of b’s enables the search for rare
decays by means of a fairly low rate multilepton trigger. Examples are:

— B+ - ~p+u ~ p+p-p+v, although the fraction of b’s hadronizing

as=BC’Sis smd, this decay is Cabbibo *owed so the branching
ratio to ~p+ v should be sizeable.

— B: - p+p-, the branching ratio is estimated to be of order 10-8,
hrnits win be pushed into the 10-6 – 10-’ regime.

– Electroweak ‘Penguinsn such as B: A K.”p+ p-.

QCD

The god of QCD studies in co~der physics is to extend beyond the current
situation where there is good qutitative agreement between experimental
results and theory to the point where experiment chdenges theory quantita-
tively. Recent progress in this direction has been achieved due to a large set
of data from the last Tevatron run and from the advent of next-to-leading-
order (O(a~ )) QCD calculations [19]. The results of the NLO c~culations
are less sensitive to the choice of scale than leadlng order calculations and
therefore have a smder systematic uncertainty.

5.3.1 Inclusive Jet Cross Section

CDF has meazured the inclusive jet cross section u(fi ~ jet + X) [20] over
seven orders of magnitude, from 35 to 450 GeV in ET. Jets are identified
using a cone dgonthm with a radius R = ~ Aq2 + Adz = 0.7 in the rapidity
range 0.1 < IqI s 0.7. The jet ET is then corrected for cdorimet er energy
response, underlying event energy in the cone, and energy resolution smear-
ing. The resdting jet ET spectrum is shown in Fig. 17 with the NLO QCD
prediction. Figure 17 dso shows the comparison to theory for a number of par-
ton distribution functions, where the data is sufficiently precise to essentidy
rule out the HMRS-E set.

The jet ET spectrum can be used to put firnits on quark substructure,
usudy parameterized as a contact term with characteristic strength Ac. The
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Figure 17: Upper figure: Inclusive jet ET spectrum for cone size of R = 0.7 in
the rapidity range 0.1 S [q[ <0.7. The curve is a NLO QCD prediction using
the HMRS-B parton distribution functions. Lower figure: A comparison to
theory as a ratio (Data - Theory )/Theory where the HMRS-B parton distri-
bution functions are used as a reference. Several sets of parton distribution
functions are fit to the data with the resdts indicated.

contribution of the contact term to the spectrum is ET independent so the
effect would be to see a flattening of the spectrum at high ET. CDF finds
a hmit on the compositeness scale of Ac > 1.4 TeV at 95% confidence level,
improving on the previous bmit of A= >825 GeV from UA2 [21].

With new data, CDF and DO wi~ continue these studies out to higher
jet ET. One of the DO gods is to investigate the rapidity dependence of the
inclusive jet cross section, for Iql ~ 1 the UA2 data has shown significant
discrepancies with the QCD predictions [21].

5.3.2 Prompt Photon Cross Section

Prompt photons provide a good probe of hard interactions since there is
not the comphcation one has with jets of unfolding the hadronization. In
particdar, the prompt photon cross section is a sensitive measure of the
gluon structure function.

CDF has measured the prompt photon cross section as a function of
photon pT [22]. To cover a large pT range, data was co~ected with a pre-
scded low threshold trigger, pT > 10 GeV (0.1 pb-l ), and a high threshold
trigger, pT >23 GeV (3.3 pb-’ ). The photon candidates are required to have
HAD/EM <0.125, and be isolated – extra ET in a cone of R = 0.7 less than
2 GeV. Additiond cleanup to reject To and q background is performed using
transverse shower shape and looking for photon conversions in the outer wd
of the central tracker using drift tubes just outside the tracker. After W
cuts, the sample is stiU about 5070 To, q so a careful background subtraction
is made in each ~ bin to produce the find result shown in Fig. 18. The curve
in Fig. 18 is a NLO QCD prediction using the KMRS-BO parton distribution
functions. Also shown is the UA2 result at & = 630 GeV where it is
interesting to note the data has a steeper slope at low ~, than the QCD
prediction in both data sets. This disagreement could be due to the parton
distribution functions and/or problems with the calculatio~ in deting with
bremsstraMung at low pT.

For the current run, the addition of a central conversion detector W
greatly enhance the CDF prompt photon detection capabfity. As in the case
of inclusive jets, D0 wi~ rely on the good segmentation and angdar coverage
of its calorimeter to push the prompt photons analysis to high Iql and low
pT to mtirnize the sensitivity to the gluon distribution function [23].

i
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s.3.3 Photon-Jet Angular Distribution
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Figure 18: The isolated prompt photon cross section from CDF and UA2.
The curves are NLO QCD predictions.

In addition to the cross section, CDF has considered, events with a prompt
photon and a jet and measured the photon-jet angular distribution [24]. This
analysis used the high threshold trigger, ~ > 23 GeV, and required tight
isolation on the photon. At high pT the dominant production of prompt
photon events is via t-channel exchange of a spin 1/2 quark, which results
in a -flat distribution in cos 8*, while jet–jet proceeds through t–channel
exchange of a spin 1 gluon, which gives a distribution hke Rutherford scat-
tering. This picture is verified by the data as shown in Fig. 19, where the
jet-jet data peaks at large cos & and the prompt photon data show only mild
cos $* dependence. The disagreement of the prompt photon distribution at
large cos e- has the same source as the disagreement seen in the cross section
measurement at low pT.

5.4 Electroweak

CDF has previously measured the cross section times branching ratios for
W and Z to electrons [25]; recently they have added the muon decay modes
[26]. The measurement of these cross sections is interesting because it tests
Standard Model couphngs, the contributions from higher order QCD and
structure functions. Also the W width r(W) can be extracted from the
cross section ratio:

The W width can be used to constrain unobserved W decays; in particular
the decay W+ ~ t~ where top then decays to a charged Higgs would have
evaded direct top searches to date. The results for muons, electrons and

combined are given in Table 5. Figure 20 shows the r(W) dependence on top
mass and the CDF resdts which provide a decay-mode-independent fimit of
M,w >45 GeV at 95% confidence level.

Electroweak physics is a field of precision measurements and Tevatron
results so far have been statistics hmited. For example, the systematic
for W’s are often estimated using 2’s. Since one has about an order of
magnitude less Z’s than W’s, the W systematic error is usudy hmited by
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Figure 20: Theoretical prediction for the inverse W branching ratio to leptons
u a function of top m=s. The CDF resrdts for muon, electron, and combined
measurements are indicated along with the top mass Emit derived from the
combined resdt.
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Muons I Electrons I Combined
Statktical, systematic, and luminosity CTO*S.

c(W) . B (rib) 221 * 0.07* 0.14* 0.15 2.19 +0.04 *0.14 +0.15 2.20 ● 0.04* 0.13* 0.15
u(Z) . B (pb) 226*22*18*15 209*13 i9*14 214*11*14*15

R 9.8+ 1.1 +0.4 10.2* 0.8+ 0.4 10.0 A 0.6 ● 0.4
B.R.-’(W) 9.9 * 1.2 9.5 * 0.9 9.6 + 0.7
M,w, 90% C.L. >48 GeV/ca ~ >49 GeV/c2
M,-, 95% C.L. >22 GeV/c’ >43 GeV/c’ >45 GeV/c2
r(w)lr(z) , 0.89 i 0.11 0.86 + 0.08 , 0.87 + 0.07

9. 19e 1.01 ● 0.04

Table 5: CDF resdts on a. B for W ~ PV and Z ~ pp.

the number of Z’s couected. The god for this run is to log enough data to
bring the statistical error down to the level of the systematic error. TWO
measurements to look for are:

● W+ Mms Measurement: CDF and DO want to achieve an error on
Mw of order +100 MeV with 100 pb-’. Figure 21 shows the relationship
between MW and the top mass for severrd Higgs masses. If 1000 GeV is
taken as an upper hmit for ~H, then a precision W mass measurement
puts an upper bound on M~. More optimistic~y, if MW is measured
to +100 MeV and M~ determined to +5 GeV, then it is possible to get
a (hrnited) hande on the Higgs mass.

● Lepton A9yrnmety in W Decay9: is sensitive to parton distribution
functions at the low z and high Q2 scale of W production. The asym-
metry for the leptons from W ~ /v as a function of rapidity is defined
as

, ~(yl = da(f+)/dy – du(t-)/dy

da(f+)/dy + da(f- )/dy .

Resdts from CDF [27] are shown in Fig. 22 where it is clear that
additiond statistics d be essential to discriminate among parton dis-
tribution functions. With their good rapidity coverage for muons, DO
ti rdso contribute to this measurement.
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6 Summary and Outlook

DO and CDF are on the air and wifl take data until the end of 1993. This
run is expected to result in a factor of 20 increase in integrated luminosity
over that previously logged by CDF. The combination of two detectors and a
large data set wi~ greatly extend the physics reach at W = 1.8 TeV. The rich
physics menu available with J L dt = 100 pb-’ is headed by the search for the
top quark where the experiments hope to be sensitive to top masses up to
H 150 GeV. The promising early results from CDF have shown that bottom
physics is a new, productive avenue of research in hadron co~ders. The emer-
gence of higher order QCD calculations and precise jet data flows experiment
to confront theory in an increasingly quantitative way. The determination of
the W* mass to 100 MeV leads the fist of electroweak measurements which
wi~ further our understanding of the Standard Model. With the highest
center-of-mass energy in the world, searches for unknown/unexpected exotic
particles wi~ continue to exclude the phase space available to new theories or
(hopefully!) find something new. With these prospects, the next few years
wi~ be exciting and fruitful for cofider physics at Fermilab.
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